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A public meeting (Public Information Meeting #1) was held on February 13th, 2013 for citizens to 
provide input on the Downtown Boise Implementation Plan. At the meeting, citizens were presented 
with information related to the plan, primarily through four information stations: 

Project Introduction (purpose, outcomes, schedule) 
Planned Roadway Projects & Roadway Needs 
Existing & Proposed Bicycle Facilities 
Information on Two-Way Street Conversion & Mini-roundabouts (Reference 1) 

Each station allowed for citizens to provide comments referenced by numbered dots on either an 
aerial map poster or through an interactive website hosted by KAI. Public input comment sheets were 
provided to citizens at the meeting and could also be accessed via a survey on line for two weeks 
following the meeting. Based on the meeting sign in sheet, a total of 103 people attended this open 
house. Table 1 shows the total number of comments submitted for each category and by which 
means (either in person at the Open House or online). 

Table 1 Public Comment Submissions Summary 

Comment Category 
Open House 
Comments 

Web-Based 
Comments Total 

Written comment form N/A N/A 84 
Roadway Projects & Areas of Concern 20 16 36 
Bicycle Facilities & Improvements 26 130 156 
Two-Way Street Conversion & Mini-roundabouts 25 8 33 
TOTAL 71 154 309 
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All input provided at the Open House was then uploaded to each respective interactive web map to 
serve as a comprehensive database for public input. 

SUMMARY OF COMMENTS 
The following sections summarize comments received from written comments, map comments, and 
the general comment survey. Comments were also available through online submission using the 
website SurveyMonkey.com. The survey form was divided into four sections: 

1. Bicycling 
2. Two-way Conversion Streets and Mini-roundabouts 
3. Project Implementation and Coordination 
4. General Comments 

The following subsections summarize the primary findings of these results. 

BICYCLE IMPROVEMENTS 
The public meeting provided the opportunity for citizens to locate and comment on bicycle-specific 
concerns they had within downtown. Citizens were also able to provide information regarding their 
preferred bike routes and connections within the study area. 

Written/Online Survey 

The bicycling section of the survey attempted to gather information for the type of trips made by 
cyclists downtown, which improvements participants would like to see, and what deterrents cyclists 
have to riding downtown.  

The results for the reasons for cyclists to bike downtown are shown below as Question 1. 
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Each category received a relatively consistent number of responses; recreation and exercise/health 
benefits both received the most responses. While a participant was able to select as many reasons 
that applied to him or her, the feedback from this question suggests that appropriate planning should 
be applied to all of these trip types. The results also show that the bicycle network in downtown 
should be developed to accommodate and provide appropriate facilities for a diverse range of bicycle 
users and levels of rider capability (from confident and experienced frequent adult riders to more 
recreational and infrequent riders and families). 

To accommodate cyclists within downtown, a list of bicycle-related improvement categories was 
suggested to allow for input from participants on the general type of bicycle improvements they 
would prefer to see in downtown. The results are shown below as Question 2. 
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Again, responses came in relatively even across the board; the most desired improvement being 
designating bike routes on lower traffic streets. The least commonly selected improvement, 
wayfinding, may be attributed to the participants who took the survey (i.e., people who are already 
familiar with the downtown area). 

The final question in the bicycle section of the survey related to reasons individuals would avoid 
biking downtown. The purpose of this question was to identify the most common barriers to bicycle 
travel. The results are shown below as Question 3. 
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The most evident deterrent to bicycling within downtown is the volume and/or speed of vehicular 
traffic in the downtown area. To encourage bicycling within downtown, addressing this issue (such as 
designating lower volume streets as bike routes or providing separated bicycle facilities on high 
volume roads) should be considered. 

Public Meeting/Web Map Comments 

A total of 26 bicycle-related comments were received on the paper map at the public meeting with an 
additional 156 comments supplemented through the online web map. Some key themes from these 
comments are: 

The bike lane shift along 16th Street at Main Street should be addressed for better lane 
positioning. 
Close 8th Street between Main Street and Bannock Street to vehicular traffic and allow bicycle 
and pedestrian traffic only in this section. 
Provide more bicycle parking downtown. Consider replacing the last parking space before an 
intersection with a bike rack/bike corral to expand bike parking and improve intersection sight 
distance. 
There were several concerns noted about the double left and double right turn lanes at the 
Front Street/9th Street intersection. 
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There were several concerns about bicycle safety in the contraflow lane along 8th Street. 
Several bicyclists noted that while 9th Street can be dangerous, the straight shot and good 
signal progression still makes the route worth the risk for confident riders. Some mentioned 
that an alternative would be preferred but should connect State Street and the Green Belt 
and offer the same “straight shot,” others suggested full bike lanes on both sides. 
Improve bicycle wayfinding downtown, particularly because of the combination of one-way 
and two-way streets. 
Provide a crossing at the Grove Street/9th Street intersection for bicyclists (note CCDC and 
ACHD have a crossing planned for this location in the near-term). 
Drivers need to be better educated on how to obey bicycle facilities and crossings (e.g. 
sharrows, RRFBs, etc.) 
Bike friendliness along Myrtle should be prioritized because of proximity to the university, 
Julia Davis Park, and businesses (e.g. Whole Foods, Walgreen’s) 
Left turns off of one-way streets (e.g. Idaho Street, Main Street) pose dangers to bicyclists. 
Although River Street currently has bike lanes between 9th Street and Pioneer Street, there 
are several comments claiming vehicles travel too fast on this road. 
Suggestions for use of a cycle track or buffered bike lane facility on 16th or 15th Street. A 
couple comments mentioned that the bike lanes are too close to parked cars and often have 
conflicts with car doors opening. 
Suggestions for use of a full bike lane along 11th Street to connect the North End and Boise 
State University. 

An important note regarding the number of comments received is that approximately 20 percent of 
all comments were placed well outside the study area. Although these areas are not included as part 
of this study, they comments received are still worth summarizing for future reference: 

The need for bike lane or bike facility south of downtown along the upgrade of Capitol 
Boulevard/Vista Avenue; particularly along the serpentine alignment in front of the Boise 
Union Pacific Depot. Additionally, it was mentioned several time that the crossing on Crescent 
Rim Drive is very dangerous to pedestrians. 
The cross section transition for bicyclists traveling east on Warm Springs Avenue east of 
Broadway Avenue narrows too quickly and introduces on-street parking too quickly. 
Capitol Boulevard should have a bike lane since it is the most direct route from Boise State 
University and the Bench into downtown. 
Several comments requested a bike connection between Ann Morrison Park and Crescent Rim 
Drive. 
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In addition to the interactive web map, the Open House provided a “Show Us Your Preferred Bike 
Routes” activity that allowed participants to use yarn to show continuous bike routes used on an 
aerial map poster. 

 

 

This information was then coded in geographic information system (GIS) database on a block-by-block 
basis to determine the most heavily used routes. This information is detailed in Figure 1. What is 
evident from this activity is the emphasis of main corridors, notably that 8th Street and 10th Street 
serve as the primary north-south corridors and the use of Warm Springs Avenue as the main access to 
downtown from the east. While Figure 1 does not detail the full reality of heavily used biking routes, 
it reinforces the expectations of commonly used bike routes. All comments submitted are provided in 
Appendix A.  

Interactive bicycle route preference mapping 
exercise 
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TWO-WAY STREET CONVERSION AND MINI-ROUNDABOUTS 
The public meeting provided an opportunity for citizens to locate and comment on the possibility of 
converting existing one-way streets to two-way traffic flow within downtown. This station also 
provided citizens the opportunity to comment on the potential use of mini-roundabouts as 
intersection treatments within downtown. 

Written/Online Survey 

The two-way street conversion section of the survey allowed for feedback regarding two-way 
conversions based on the findings of the Downtown Two-Way Conversion Study and the use of mini-
roundabouts within downtown. When asked if mini-roundabouts should be used in downtown, the 
majority of the responses were in favor of using mini-roundabouts where appropriate as shown 
below as Survey Question 4. 

 

Comments in favor of mini roundabouts included: 

Potential for being cost effective 
Potential improvement for downtown mobility 
Promotion of environment benefits from reduction in emissions caused by vehicles idling at 
conventional intersections 

Those who were not in favor of using mini roundabouts cited the following reasons: 

Awkwardness/unfamiliarity to drivers 
Safety concerns for pedestrians and cyclists 
Potential difficulty for busses and other large vehicles to navigate 
Unsure/unaware of benefits or success or roundabouts 
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The survey asked whether or not the respondent supported converting existing one-way streets to 
two-way traffic flow. The results to this question (shown below as Question 5) indicated generally 
positive support with approximately 63% of the citizens saying they would support the conversion of 
existing one-way streets to two-way traffic flow. 

 

The main reasons for this support were derived from the idea that circulation and navigation would 
be simplified downtown and that the elimination of one-way streets would be beneficial for 
businesses. Several comments on the two-way conversion mentioned that the current configuration 
(the combination of one-way and two-way streets) is difficult to navigate and therefore any 
conversions should be done to simplify the system. Those who opposed changing existing one-way 
streets primarily stated the expense of the conversion being wasteful (particularly since people 
remembered when the streets were converted from two-way to one-way) and that traffic would 
increase substantially on those streets. Similar to the mini-roundabout questions, those participants 
that were unsure deferred their opinion to experts studying the issue. 

Participants were asked to prioritize which streets they thought should be the priorities for 
converting to two-way traffic (based on those initially screened in the previous Downtown Two-way 
Conversion Study). The results to this question are shown as Question 6 below. 
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The results indicated that 13th Street was the street the most respondents felt should be the priority 
for two-way traffic conversion (citing to provide better connectivity between the I-184 connector and 
the North End neighborhoods). The most suggested option was “None” and followed the same 
reasoning from Question 5. 

The final question in this section related to the reversal of 8th Street between Main Street and Idaho 
Street, mostly to address the interaction with the current configuration and the contraflow bike lane. 
The results are shown as Question 8 below. 
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The results show that perceptions of this issue are evenly divided among those who responded 
between supporting and opposing the reversal, as well as being unsure to the benefit of either 
option. The evenly split results does indicate that perhaps there is not a significant or pervasive 
impression of conflict between motorists and bicyclist on 8th Street (at least by those who responded 
to the survey). 

Several comments related to 8th Street included: 

The desire for 8th Street being closed to vehicular traffic and turned into a pedestrian mall 
between Main Street and Bannock Street 
Noted danger for some bicyclists regarding the 8th Street contraflow lane 

Public Meeting/Web Map Comments 

A total of 25 map comments related to the two-way street conversions and mini-roundabouts were 
received during the public meeting with an additional 8 comments supplemented directly to the 
online web map. Key themes from these comments are: 

Two comments received requested on-street parking along Front Street and Myrtle Street 
during off-peak hours (using one or two of the travel lanes as a parking lane during certain 
times) 
8th Street Reversal 

o In favor – 1 
Preferred conversion to two-way traffic rather than reverse the direction 
northward 

o Against – 5 
Supportive of conversion to pedestrian/bike only area 
Concerned the reversal could cause more confusion for drivers and become a 
safety issue 
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3rd Street 
o In favor of converting to two-way – 1 (no justification provided) 
o Against converting to two-way – 1 (no justification provided) 

4th Street 
o In favor of converting to two-way – 0 
o Against converting to two-way – 1 (no justification provided) 

5th Street 
o In favor of converting to two-way – 0 
o Against converting to two-way – 3 

Concerned that the width of the existing street is too narrow to accommodate 
two-way traffic 
Commented that 5th Street is a fire department route and should be left as 
one-way 

6th Street 
o In favor of converting to two-way – 1 

“6th rarely has much traffic – should be easy to convert to 2-way” 
o Against converting to two-way – 4 

Concerned that the width of the existing street is too narrow to accommodate 
two-way traffic 
Argues that the one-way configuration is preferred here for cyclists 

11th Street 
o In favor of converting to two-way – 1 

Comments suggest that the conversion to two-way would improve 
flow/circulation between the North End and the connector for vehicles 
Additionally, two-way conversion would serve as a good connection between 
the North End and the Pioneer pathway for bicycles 

o Against converting to two-way – 1 (no justification provided) 
13th Street 

o In favor of converting to two-way – 2 
Comments suggest that the conversion to two-way would improve 
flow/circulation between the North End and the connector for vehicles 
One comment preferred making 13th Street a two-way route with a bike 
boulevard and lower speed limit 

o Against converting to two-way – 4 
Concerns mostly related to the anticipated significant increase in traffic 
particularly near North Junior High School and Boise High School 

Jefferson Street 
o In favor of converting to two-way – 1 

Two-way conversion is seen as favorable as it could serve as a “better” biking 
option than State Street 

o Against conversion to two-way – 2 
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Concerned about the Jefferson Street/Capitol Boulevard intersection and how 
the Y-split will work 

Feedback from the public meeting was largely divided between supporting and opposing two-way 
conversions downtown. General comments supporting two-way conversions included: 

improved circulation and access, 
benefits for local businesses, and 
improved safety and mobility for bicyclists and pedestrians. 

General comments opposing two-way conversions included: 

increasing traffic on certain roadways because of the more direct routing available through a 
two-way conversion, and 
unnecessary expense to taxpayers. 

All comments submitted are provided in Appendix B. 

ROADWAY IMPROVEMENTS & GENERAL AREAS OF CONCERN 
There was a station at the public meeting and a section of the comment survey that provided citizens 
the opportunity to locate and comment on general roadway projects and areas of concerns regarding 
transportation within downtown Boise. 

Written/Online Survey 

This section of the survey allowed participant to provide input regarding prioritization of projects and 
concern with their impacts. The first question (Survey Question 9) asked participants to identify their 
top concern with transportation construction in the downtown area. 
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The most frequent response was closure of streets/travel lanes identifying that vehicular navigation 
and mobility were viewed as the greatest detriment during construction downtown. This suggests 
that coordination of project phasing should emphasize maintaining traffic flow and route options (if 
possible). 

When prompted about the highest priority for downtown projects (Survey Question 10), there were 
two tiers of responses. 

 

The “upper tier” included the most prioritized projects as: 

Improving traffic flow downtown 
Implementing improvements to bicycle facilities 
Beautification projects within downtown 

According to these responses, citizens feel that focus and funding should be prioritized to these three 
categories of projects. 

Public Meeting/Web Map Comments 

A total of 20 comments on the roadway projects and general areas of concern were received from the 
public meeting with an additional 16 comments supplemented through the online web map. Key 
themes from these comments are: 
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Expand the limits of the study to west of 16th Street 
Promote environmentally friendly projects 
Encourage more bicycle and pedestrian activity 
Improve bicycle and pedestrian crossings at Front Street and Myrtle Street at Capitol 
Boulevard, 8th Street, 10th Street, 13th Street (common ideas referred to pedestrian overpasses 
or putting Front and Myrtle subgrade) 
There were some concerns about the congestion and configuration at the 
Broadway/Main/Idaho/Warm Springs intersection 

All comments submitted are provided in Appendix C. 

CONCLUSION 
The first PIM for the Downtown Boise Implementation Plan was well attended by a diverse group of 
citizens. Many comments were received related to the key project focus areas. The Project 
Management Team has begun and will continue to use the public comments to guide and direct the 
development of the project concepts. The public will then have the opportunity to review and 
provide further comment on these elements at the upcoming PIM #2 (scheduled for June 6, 2013). 

REFERENCES 
1. Capitol City Development Corporation. Downtown Boise Two-Way Conversion Study. 2012. 
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Appendix A Interactive Web Map Results: 
Bicycle Improvements 



Downtown Boise Implementation Plan -
Bicycle Improvements
Comments submitted as of  4:29PM on July 17, 2013

Drivers are confused with the signal. Lack of education?

Shane Scaggs
stothe2ndpower@gmail.com, 208 571 5946

Continue bike lane on Capitol (ending at Front Street) on through to Bannock. This area is
used a lot by both cars and bikes and without a bike lane, is highly congested.

Drivers unaware of contra-flow bike lanes. More education?

Drivers unaware of contar-flow bike lanes. more education?



Shared bike routes like this one on Bannock are helpful, but confusing to cars and sometimes
bikers. This is especially true on a two-lane two-way road. A shared bike route is more
suitable on a one way street where a bike lane is not an option.

Yann Le Morvan
yann.lemorvan@hotmail.com, 208-968-8084

Cars are not aware of the contraflow bike lane and usually don't pay attention to you when
they're getting out the parking spot or the alley

Ander Sundell
andersundell@gmail.com, 2084404809

Awkward shift of bike lane from left side of road to right side of road.  
If you continue on left side you end up on an island, to merge to the right you have to cut off
three lanes of traffic in the area of Rhodes Park

Clancy
clancyanderson@gmail.com, 2088704690

Bike lane from Main to State places cyclist too close to parked cars and door zone even when
riding on the white line.

Steve Kramer
kramerx100@yahoo.com, 2087612407

Bike lane very much needed on this stretch. Preferred bike route for many commuters. Large
amount of bike traffic here uses the wide sidewalk which is dangerous at intersections.



Steve Kramer
kramerx100@yahoo.com, 2087612407

The best, low traffic route from North End to BSU and dowtown parks. Should have a full bike
lane.

Lots of traffic here. Pedestrian, bicycle, automobile, buses. This intersection's timer is too
quick for many pedestrians. The left, right turning vehicles try to edge out the pedestrian
because of the quick timer.

Steve Kramer
kramerx100@yahoo.com, 2087612407

The only direct, through-route from the St Lukes area to Costco, Whole Foods, over the river,
to Bronco Stadium, to Federal Way and beyond. Needs a full bike lane for both directions
along the entire length.

A bicycle facility of some sort up this hill would be amazing.  Hundreds of bicyclist and
pedestrians up and down this everyday.

Steve Kramer
kramerx100@yahoo.com, 2087612407

Dangerous bridge crossing for bikes due to narrowing of street width. Many bikers resort to
riding on the narrow sidewalk making a hazard for pedestrians.



Steve Kramer
kramerx100@yahoo.com, 2087612407

Sidewalks used by a lot of bicyclists in this area on both sides of Capital due to lack of bike
lanes. There is currently no good way for a bicycle to transition from Capital onto Vista.

Beacon would be a great spot for shared lane markings for a bike lane. Drivers are going very
fast and do not give cyclist room. This would connect the bench with south Boise and park
center.

Steve Kramer
kramerx100@yahoo.com, 2087612407

Main artery between airport and downtown should also be bike friendly. Lots of desirable
shopping is located here and should be more easily accessible by bike.

Shared lane markings are great, but drivers do not know what they mean. Therefore, I am
labeled a militant cyclist because of lack of education and enforcement.

Michael Bishop
smile@michaeltbishop.com, 208-806-1550

Two bike lanes need to be placed on west side of street to accomodate north/south traffic with
a physical barrier between them and the car lane.



From the grove to Grove street. this can be a difficult crossing for bikes and pedestrians.
There is low visibility, high vehicles speeds and a disjointed crossing to get to Grove st. I am
not sure how to alleviate this problem though...

Steve Kramer
kramerx100@yahoo.com, 2087612407

Contrary to the "green" color, this is not a bike path. Garden City residents in the adjacent
subdivision control the city council and have designated this as a "nature path" (despite its
non-native landscaping and maintenance) for walking only. ACHD and Boise City need to step
up and pressure GC Council to allow bicycling on this State-deeded Greenbelt which was
suppose to be a bike path.

For the future, 15th and 16th streets would be a great spot for a "cycle track" (any buffered
bicycle facility). This routes goes pretty much from the airport to the foot hills.

Good luck finding a way to connect JUMP with the Pioneer corridor. This is a great access
point, but man do you have to cross tons of high speed traffic.

A safe connection from warm springs to Idaho would be a great addition. maybe shared lane
markings or signage telling motorist that bicycles may use full lane?



Steve Kramer
kramerx100@yahoo.com, 2087612407

Definitely a good choice in a bike route to connect Hill rd and State St.  Silly road narrowing
features like the one here at 23rd are dangerous for bikers and need to be removed.

New(er) bike lanes on river are great. thank you.  The signal on river and 8th is overlooked by
drivers. The signal is giving cyclist and pedestrians a false sense of security. Drivers travel
fast on this portion.

I agree with the comment that said there should be a dedicated bicycle facility here. This is a
fantastic route for North/South travel. Shared lane markings, bike lanes, whatever you want.

Dan
sonchaser@gmail.com,

Agree with the other comments on this area.  This is a main corridor from bench into
downtown.  A plan for accessing the downtown study area (from outlying communities) should
also be developed.

This bicycle lane is narrow and puts many cyclist who are timid in the door zone. To be out of
the door zone a cyclist must ride a few feet to the left of the bike lane. I personally do not mind
riding outside of the lane, but drivers seem to think that is where I belong at all times.
Education for drivers and cyclist is a must, along with enforcement.



This is a conflict area with bikes and cars. Many drivers are turning right from 15th to Main.
Perhaps the green paint could clear up where the cyclist should go. I usually take the lane a
block beforehand so no drivers cut me off to turn right on Main.

Narrow bike lane here. Door zone city. I do not mind riding 3 feet to the left of the bike lane,
but drivers may think I belong in the lane. If resurfacing can re-striping cannot be done,
perhaps some education for drivers and cyclists.

The bike lane ends and turns into a left only turn, unless I cross 3 lanes of traffic quickly.

This bike lane gets a little narrow and is usually filled with debris. Drivers travel fast on this
road frequently.

Cycle track (any buffered bicycle facility) would be ideal here. This road goes from the foot
hills to the airport nearly. What an asset to have a North/South route like a protected bike
facility.



The shift from this point to 3 lanes after crossing Main in the bike lane or car lane is
confusing. All traffic must shift after crossing Main. It seems simple enough, but drivers have a
hard time figuring out what the cyclist is doing. Because of turning traffic onto Main bikes
must stay in a straight path, which now puts them in the (left) traffic lane while the cars are
merging over to the new left lane.

Drivers tend to see how close they can get to a cyclist in this bike lane. Driver speed it too
high, drivers bank into the turn and hug the bike lane. I know you have made the bike lane
wider and put a "share the road" sign" on this block (thank you very much for this, it has
helped). The size of the roadway suggest faster speed and people drive them that way.

We must find a way to make this corridor connect with the bench for cyclist. I see many bad
behaviors happening from here to the Depot. Sidewalk cyclist, wrong way riding, drivers take
the depot hill at 40+.

This could be an amazing access point for the bench to downtown. Please push for this to
happen. Capitol sidewalk is full of people and bikes.

This dip is usually full of water many time throughout the year. I am not sure what can be
done.



Tim Tuttle
tmtuttle@hotmail.com, 208 761-6800

First off, thanks for taking the cycling community into consideration when making plans for
travel in Boise. 

Amity could use some work to give cyclists more separation from traffic.  Specifically from S
Surprise Way to Federal Way.

Cars travel fast on this stretch. It is a great route but make cyclist uneasy.

A bike lane on Fort would be amazing. It's a very heavily used route. As a driver, I find that
there's not enough room to safely pass cyclists. As a cyclist, I avoid it because it's took busy.
A bike lane here would cut my bike commute by ~10 min.

Nick L.

There is a bike lane here but it is still very dangerous to cross over the freeway forcing one to
go a completely different route that does not have a bike lane.  The semi trucks that cross
here are within a mere foot of hitting you (the dairy is on the south side of the freeway here).
It is quite scary and with the added freeway below is quite treacherous. 

Tim Tuttle
tmtuttle@hotmail.com, 208 761-6800

Boise Ave could use some work to give a little more separation between cyclists and traffic.



A bike lane would be very beneficial here - there is especially high traffic in the morning.

Bike lanes on both the left and right sides of the road would be beneficial here.

A full bike lane, or a double wide one, would be good here. This is a very busy intersection.
Commuters are in a hurry to get on 184, and the cyclist is currently forced to merge into the
2nd lane. This lane turns right and goes straight, which makes for very dangerous interactions
with commuters.

Great work CCDC. This block is what Boise needs to look like. A few more bike racks
maybe...

The bike lane needs to continue all the way to Capitol. Drivers don't realize that cyclists are
going to need to merge into their lane, and are frequently going too fast or have a high
volume. Sidewalks are crammed with pedestrians. This is one of the easiest routes to
downtown from BSU.



This is a busy route for both cyclists and vehicles. A bike lane with a physical barrier here
would make it safe.

The Broadway bridge is too narrow and busy for most cyclists. However, the sidewalk is too
narrow for cyclists to safely pass pedestrians. This area could really use a bike lane or a
pedestrian bridge.

The fastest way to get from the park/BSU to Winco and Whole Foods. This road doesn't even
have sidewalks on the parts of the north side of the street, so you either have to go up to
Front to take the sidewalk, or go all the way down to Broadway to cross. A bike lane on both
sides of the road would solve the problem.

This is a busy intersection and could use a bike lane.

Island at 15th/Fort creates pinch point where bikes/cars/peds are forced together in a
complicated intersection, no bueno.  Also, islands further up 15th St do the same, forcing cars
into bike lanes, ending bike lanes, restarting bike lanes, dangerous for the majority of
drivers/bikers that don't know how to handle them.



Consistently having drivers take a left from the 16th straight southbound lane in order to go
east bound on State street (going thru the bike lane on the left).

I've been hit here, cutoff, and flipped off by drivers speeding down River to get to 9th, bike
lane gets too narrow, the road is curvy, and drivers arrive at the intersection doing 40 where
the bike lane and the right turn lane cross.

There should be No Left Turns allowed from northbound Fort onto southbound 9th.  This is
heavily used intersection, narrow,  and a school zone full of kids all at the same time.  A driver
taking that left has to bolt at the light change, or wait forever then bolt though after the light
change, and drivers swerve around the left-turn-waiting driver putting them into where
bikes/peds are, and in a place they could not see due to the waiting driver.

No one seems to know how this intersection works!

I love the new bike symbols painted here, but there needs to be either a stop sign or a yield
sign at this 90* turn because its very confusing for cyc/ped connecting to the green belt and
motorists rounding the corner.



This section next to the arena usually has vehicles and cones in the bike lane, intense traffic,
and many pedestrians on the street. A clear, obvious bike lane would help as this is a high
bike traffic area as well.

Debris in the bike lanes is an easy way to make cycling much safer. Often there is no safe
place to ride because of pedestrians, dangerous debris and obstacles in bike lanes, and
traffic. Especially snow removal, because this is the most dangerous time to deal with traffic.

Kim Diep
kim_diep9@hotmail.com,

The hill going down S Bergeson St from Federal Way is terrifying to go down when traffic gets
heavy. There is no sidewalk on the right side, and the bike lane is almost nonexistent and/or
cluttered in debris. This becomes a problem in the morning when there are teen drivers
rushing to get to class at 7:30 going 35-45 mph (believe me, I'm one of them). I'd like to ride
my bike to school without getting hit by a car.

A bike lane down 27th would be so helpful. The small stretch of bike lane from 27th and
Fairview to 27th and Americana has been great. Pleasanton dead ends at the greenbelt, so
there is heavy bike traffic around 27th.

At 27th and Americana, there is a large shoulder for cyclists to use; although, I don't think it is
specifically a bike lane. The shoulder feeds into the "right turn only" lane at Americana, which
can be frustrating for both motorists and cyclists trying to either get into the right lane or go
straight. A marked bike lane here would be helpful.



Bike lane up this Orchard stretch would be appreciated. Since the construction of the 36th
street greenbelt bridge, this is a popular route (36th street turns into Orchard at Chinden) for
bikers to use to get up to Ustick area. The Orchard hill, between Chinden and Fairview is
used frequently and can be scary with fast-traveling traffic and small shoulder.

Bike lane from the greenbelt exit at Orchard all the way down to Chinden would be great.
Heavy bike traffic, have to use sidewalks due to narrow roads and inattentive/frustrated
motorists.

Mark
marksmisc@hotmail.com, 250-1802

Southbound Orchard from Overland to the top of the hill is terrifying if you try to stay on the
road. It's one of only two places I've found where I must get on the sidewalk. No shoulder =
too many close calls with rear-view mirrors on trucks.

Charles L. Honsinger
honsingerlaw@gmail.com, 208-863-6106

Warm Springs Avenue narrows right here, and the bike path disappears right when there is a
lane of cars turning left in the morning and others moving by at a high rate of speed on the
right - leaving no room for a cyclist.  Please remove the narrowing feature.

Charles L. Honsinger
honsingerlaw@gmail.com, 208-863-6106

This is a confusing intersection for cars and cyclists.  It is busy, there are always people
crossing on foot despite the lack of a crosswalk. Cars traveling the opposite way often stop for
a cyclist making a left off of Warm Springs Ave. onto Hot Springs Dr., but a vigilant cyclist
does not want to turn in front of the car, because sometimes OTHER cars pass the stopped



car on the left.  A light or stop sign would be a great idea here.

Parkcenter needs a good route for cyclist. There is no good way to get this way from
downtown, the greenbelt ends and it is a maze through neighborhoods.

Cars don't look for bikes when turning left onto Idaho. There is no buffer for cyclist to stay in
straight going traffic 

This bridge is dangerous on a bike.

Difficult to cross river, sidewalk is narrow and difficult for people to pass in opposite directions.

There needs to be a way to get around this area when an event is going on. Both 9th and
capitol through here are not good to ride on.



Dangerous when the left turn lane appears, need to merge into traffic to continue straight.

Need to use sidewalk after riding reserve trails.

Josh Travis
josh@georgescycles.com, 343-3782

Cyclists heading eastbound on Warmsprings immediately after the Broadway intersection
arrive at a potentially deadly bottleneck between parked cars on the right and cars and trucks
passing on the left.  At least one but even two parking spots need to be restricted so the bottle
neck is avoided.

Dave Fotsch
knklhed.fotsch@gmail.com, 208-331-9266

The bike route that comes off the bench effectively empties onto the sidewalk on the west
side of the road creating a conflict with pedestrians and sometimes southbound bikers. Would
be nice to have a way to route northbound cyclists into the proper bike lane on the east side
of Americana.

HD

I have been hit here once and several other close calls, all times cars were turning right onto
15th.  The lane for cars is already very small and the sidewalks are full of pedestrians often
leaving the cyclist squeezed. The lack of bike lane and driver awareness is very scary  from
11th to 16th in both directions.



A.C.

If a bike path is planned for Broad Street, Capitol Boulevard might benefit from a full
intersection where it meets that road. Currently the pedestrian cross-walk is a huge
improvement for this part of town, but wouldn't help cyclists looking to traverse between East
and West on this street.

THANK YOU, SWEET JESUS, Holcombe hill and Amity Road in general could use a decent
designated lane for bikers.

THANK YOU, BOISE CITY.

Clancy Anderson
clancyanderson@gmail.com, 2088704690

Very narrow bike lane especially with the storm drain taking up part of it.

It is difficult to go from Grove St. to the Grove. To do so, I have to go against lanes of traffic or
up the sidewalk then across lanes of speeding traffic. This is an uncomfortable situation when
cycling with others or children.



Gary Segers
garysegers@gmail.com, 2088695363

Need more bike corrals in the downtown area.  DBA has been encouraging this but
apparently there has been pushback from the City parking officials.  Makes no sense other
than the implication that Boise is more concerned about parking revenue than encouraging
the use of bikes.

This proposed route would be a gem. The Capitol hill sidewalk is an unsafe and unpleasant
headache for all human powered traffic.

I am aware that this is not downtown, but i saw the other comment here. I agree that this is a
horrible place for a pedestrian or cyclist.

Very busy here. Cars go way to fast up hill. Bikes and pedestrians have no room, and it is
scary to walk when cars shoot past you at 40+ mpg.

I guess CCDC is set to revitalize this area soon. This is needed. Very popular bike and walk
routes will poor infrastructure.



The last parking spot blocks drivers view turning off of Idaho. They cut very close to cyclist
riding in the contra-flow bike lane. Perhaps make this spot the on-street bike racks that we
know and love!

The last parking spot blocks drivers view turning off of Bannock. They cut very close to cyclist
riding in the contra-flow bike lane. Perhaps make this spot the on-street bike racks that we
know and love!

The count down clock is fast here. Drivers will be on the heels of pedestrians because of
this... Oh State Street, you are just the worst.

This hills is the weak link in the only North/South Route through much of Boise. "Share the
Road" signs, and/or driver/cyclist education?

I ride this route often and I have a hard time believing this is an existing bike lane. Perhaps
some traffic calming measures are in order. Cyclist/driver education would solve this with little
infrastructure change.



This beautiful path drops walkers and bikers into a 5 lane roadway? Even if the connection
with JUMP is built, They are still negotiating at least 9 lanes of traffic.

Just south of this roadway is an amazing park, plus a college that has 20,000 students in
attendance. Myrtle, Broad, Front and 2nd-Capitol must have better bike/walk friendliness.

Myrtle is a pain in the neck to cycle on. It has a bike shop, 2 grocery stores, and a pharmacy
on it. It needs to be more hospitable to the campus life and area residence. Myrtle is similar to
a highway, therefore, drivers treat it as such.

Too many airplanes on this stretch. it makes it hard to share the road.

This route needs to happen. Please, we'll do anything...almost anything.

Awful for walking and biking. Can we look into making this more usable please.



Speed bumps on this stretch please. there a re two west of here and they are great. Drivers
race around this corner.

Sharrows are great...but, There needs to be driver and cyclist education please.

There aren't enough homeless people hanging out here smoking and being loud...oh wait,
were good.

9th St. does not provide good access for bikers to get from downtown to Federal Way or Boise
Ave.  Too many lanes of high speed traffic to cross over and the lanes that eventually become
Boise Ave. or Federal Way have no space for bikes.

Traffic calming on this corner please.

I dare you to use this crosswalk and live to tell about it.



I agree with the other comments. This crosswalk is a tough one to cross.

Cars drive very fast on this stretch. The bike lane becomes too narrow also. Enforcement of
speed limits?

PIM Comment - 166

Continue bike lane on Grove to 3rd

PIM Comment - 221

Prioritize completion of bike blvd here

PIM Comment - 222

Drivers are confused when bikes use signal (needs HAWK)

PIM Comment - 55

Remove bike lanes beside car parking. Use sharrows instead.



PIM Comment - 201

Continue bike lane on Capitol through to Bannock.

PIM Comment - 202

Cross 9th on Grove, to access plaza.

PIM Comment - 202

Synchronize signals on Bannock for cyclists

PIM Comment - 203

Improve access for cyclist travelling southbound (southwest) to the contraflow bike lane
(straighten the curve on 8th St)

PIM Comment - 204

Bike lanes along the one-way section of 13th St.



PIM Comment - 224

Continuous bike paths along routes. i.e. 15th, when two lane ends so does the bike path, with
no signs of where to connect to next bike path

PIM Comment - 223

Close 8th St. to cars - pedestrian mall

PIM Comment - 225

Map shows no proposal for improved bicycle parking. This is needed in many places away
from 8th St

PIM Comment - 101

Make all numbered streets 2-way w/ share roadway. Make all east/west streets have bike
LANE. bike need to be rode on the streets no the sidewalks

PIM Comment - 102

Make all numbered streets 2-way w/ share roadway. Make all east/west streets have bike
LANE. bike need to be rode on the streets no the sidewalks



PIM Comment - 25

Complete Bannock Bike system to cross Broadway to connect to East End. This gap should
be a priority.

PIM Comment - 222

Better signage for bikers of how to activate flashing lights. 

"Biker, press button to activate flashing light" 

Advance warning signs for traffic on River St. "Caution bikers"

PIM Comment - 103

We need a foot/bicycle bridge to route traffic away from Broadway and to give us access to
Walgreen's, Whole Foods, Winco & George's

PIM Comment - 24

Would love a straight shot for cyclist from State St to the Green belt down 9th St.  I ride it
anyway, but I take my life into my own hands each time...

PIM Comment - 15

Thanks for the counterflow lane on 8th!!!



PIM Comment - 54

SO glad there will be a bike lane on Front/Myrtle/Capitol - it's very treacherous to ride there
right now.

PIM Comment - 51

Create a bike lane through the Grove and between Front and Main connecting two parts of
8th St.

PIM Comment - 104

Eliminate on-street parking on 8th or move to west side of street

PIM Comment - 192

Improve safety of counter flow bike lane at intersection with Front (just south of Front)

PIM Comment - 192

13th street has a unique use. One way to two way conversion would likely negatively impact
these historic assets, school accesses, park access, & crossing neighborhood traffic. 

The elimination of the one-way protection that previously protected schools on 15th Street
has radically increased cut-through traffic - and radically increased traffic dangers, stranger
dangers, air pollution/health risks for ALL neighborhood children and residents in the heart of
the North End, essentially turning a busy pedestrian and cycling core into a major public
health & safety nightmare.  Study 18th & Harrison for better/safer routes and connections for
thru traffic



PIM Comment - 193

Bike lanes needed on Americana coming down and going up the Hill to Emerald.  Bike lanes
needed on Emerald, Americana to Orchard.

PIM Comment - 16,17

Bridge over both Myrtle & Front for pedestrians and other wildlife.

Drivers do not understand this contra flow bike lane. I do not blame them. When bicycle are
coming towards you at this intersection when you are trying to turn left onto Front. We need to
remedy this contra flow lane, or educate drivers and cyclist.

The two left turning lanes onto Front from 9th are a danger to pedestrian trying to cross the
road. Very often only one lane will stop when they see a pedestrian thereby blocking the view
for the other lane driver. This signal could give pedestrians advanced walk time to be WELL-
established in intersection. I have seen MANY near-misses in this situation.

Drivers are going very fast on this stretch.



I use this on my bike all the time. It is a bad place to walk and bike here.

angelamarie216@hotmail.com,

Cars go crazy fast around this blind corner.  It is very dangerous to ride in the street here,
leaving the sidewalk as the only option.

angelamarie216@hotmail.com,

The crosswalk here does not match the off-ramp of the sidewalk.

angelamarie216@hotmail.com,

Despite the speed bumps, cars still go very fast here.  Just this morning a car passed me
going about 40 in the 20mph zone.  Is there a way to slow traffic here?

angelamarie216@hotmail.com,

This route would be the best thing to ever happen to my daily commute.  It would be beyond
amazing to avoid riding on the Vista sidewalk (against traffic half of the time).



Mike Stefancic
mikestefancic@gmail.com, 630-310-4598

This would be another essential bike line for commuters. currently there is no shoulder and
fast drivers trying to make the series of lights.

angelamarie216@hotmail.com,

Seriously -- access here would be the greatest thing ever.

Mike Stefancic
mikestefancic@gmail.com, 630-310-4598

This street is ideal because there are no stop lights only stop signs and light traffic. traveling
west to eat in Boise north of the green belt is not easy. combining this with Ellis would make it
easier.

Mike Stefancic
mikestefancic@gmail.com, 630-310-4598

This is not a bike route but a bike free area. This change along the green belt is abrupt. I like
it as is but getting around it is confusing.

Mike Stefancic
mikestefancic@gmail.com, 630-310-4598

This is a good alternative to Vista as a bike line stree



Mike Stefancic
mikestefancic@gmail.com, 630-310-4598

Please add secured bike parking. maybe more people would ride to airport instead of drive!

Mike Stefancic
mikestefancic@gmail.com, 630-310-4598

Close it down to bikes and foot traffic only!

I really like the speed bumps on Alpine west of Latah.  Can we get some over here, please?
Since the road is so wide people go very fast.

It would be great to have shared lane markings on Lusk all the way to the Greenbelt.

It would be great to have bike lanes on either side of Front.  It is scary to ride in the gutter
here.



Clancy
clancyanderson@gmail.com, 2088704690

The bike lane should not be curved right here.  It should look like a continuation of the bike
lane coming from the North.

Clancy
clancyanderson@gmail.com, 2088704690

Video of 15th Street commute about 5pm. 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yhG_ljsKmVs

Dan Broockmann
broockmann@yahoo.com, (208)954-4571

28th seems to be a better choice for a bike route connecting Hill Rd. to State Street than 32nd
(which does not connect).  There is a good bit of bike traffic on this road that I have observed
due to the Hill Road/State Street connection and the road isn't marked with bike lanes which
would help a great deal.

epnels@gmail.com,

The road narrows here before breaking off to crescent rim-tricky for bikes

epnels@gmail.com,

Love this idea, would get tons of foot and bike traffic.  Any chance of adding another park
entrance here?



epnels@gmail.com,

This would be great.  Sidewalk is too narrow for bikes and right lane is tight.

epnels@gmail.com,

This would be great.  Sidewalk is too narrow for bikes and right lane is tight.
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Downtown Boise Implementation Plan -
Two-way Street Conversion
Comments submitted as of  4:09PM on June 25, 2013

Lisa Brady
ellebrady@msn.com, 2084246823

Do not convert this to alternating directional traffic. with the contraflow bike lane, heavy ped
traffic, lots of cars/trucks, there is just too much confusion already and changing direction will
be dangerous.

Kelly Hallstrom
k.hallstrom@live.com, 2088718644

This could be a good idea at the interesection of 8th & Main if the light is kept there for
pedestrian use only with a "no turn on red".  Reversing 8th street at this intersection could
allow more people to cross Main St without driving trying to push them out of the way (which
is a frequent occurance).  The city needs a pedestrian only light at this intersection. 

However, reversing this road at 8th and Idaho could be a problem because drivers who want
to turn onto 8th street have the potential to get in the way for the buses who want to drive
straight through the intersection

James Cooper
jamie.s.cooper@gmail.com, 208-608-0500

I think converting 13th street to two-way traffic is a bad idea.  The street already does a good
job of funneling people into the Hyde Park Business District and it already carries a significant
amount of traffic.  By allowing traffic to exit directly to the connector from the North End, you
will significantly increase the traffic on this already heavily burdened neighborhood street, and
the traffic increase will do nothing to help local businesses (because it will now allow people
to exit the neighborhood more easily).  Indeed, it will make the street more unsafe for students
of both North Jr. High and Boise High School, as well as the surrounding neighborhoods.



To the poster referring to Hyde Park and School impacts.  I completely disagree.  North Jr is 5
blocks away.  Most attendees of NJH and BHS live to the north and will be unaffected by this
change.   It is a natural route.  15th/16 is great N/S route but due to BHS there is no other
south route until 10th(with cross traffic and stop signs on every block) or the not bike friendly
9th corridor.  That's 6-7 blocks out of the way to a bad options.  Make it a bike boulevard, and
lower the speed limit.  This is an excellent candidate for conversion to 2 way.

State St is a mess and especially bad for bikes.  A Bike Boulevard on deserted Jefferson 1
block away that would be an easy conversion is a no brainer.

PIM Comment - 35

13th Street needs to be the first street to fix

PIM Comment - 121

Better to just close this to motor vehicles

PIM Comment - 120

Concerning 2-way conversion/existing: mini-roundabouts have trade-off that some "cyclist" will
cut these rather than take lane



PIM Comment - 122

Changing 8th to flow north will increase traffic significant.. what about pedestrians? Close 8th
between Bannock & Main

PIM Comment - 123

Talk to ITD and get them to allow parking on Front between 9am and 4pm... then open lanes
for traffic from 7am to 9am and 4pm to 6pm... open for parking from 6pm to 7am

PIM Comment - 124

Make pedestrian only for these two blocks

PIM Comment - 125

Concerned about how left turn traffic would flow if Jefferson becomes two-way

PIM Comment - 8, 9

Make all north/south numbered streets 2-way w/ bike lanes. Get bicycles off the sidewalks &
make pedestrian crossings sequenced to stop traffic in both directions



Two-way conversion great! But 8th really would be better off as a car free zone between Main
& Bannock. Early loading traffic only.

PIM Comment - 127

Third would provide great connectivity for someone on a bike that wants to avoid going too
deep into downtown.  I often ride on the sidewalk in the one-way section.

PIM Comment - 128

I live at 6th/Hays - 6th rarely has much traffic - should be easy to convert to 2-way

PIM Comment - 129

One-way road prefered over 2-way for cyclists.

PIM Comment - 77

Close these 2 blocks to 8th to motor vehicles



PIM Comment - n/a

5th/6th are fire departments run routes that should be left one-way

PIM Comment - 130

Keep it the way it is!

PIM Comment - 131

Keep it the way it is!

PIM Comment - 132

Keep it the way it is!

PIM Comment - 134

Keep it the way it is!



PIM Comment - 133

Keep it the way it is!

PIM Comment - 135

Keep it the way it is!

PIM Comment - 136

Angled parking on Front and Myrtle between 6th and 13th; complete elimination on E/W one-
ways except connector.  That is, convert Idaho and Main to 2-way streets. Force commuter
traffic off DT roads and on connector.

PIM Comment - 137

Need left-turn lane on Bannock and 9th so cars can turn south onto 9th from Bannock

PIM Comment - 1

11th would be a great connector between the northend & the connector. Plus being two-way it
would also be a great two-way bike route from the northend to the greenbelt and Pioneer
pathway



PIM Comment - 3

Only issue with current setup is that it's difficult to remember which streets are one-way and
which direction they move.  i.e.: even go North, odd travel South.  I'd like to see 3rd and 4th
remain one-way

PIM Comment - 2

Great idea to make 13th two-way all through town. Better flow esp. @ State St

PIM Comment - 138

I would just be concerned with the narrowness of 5th street - converting to 2 way may be
difficult. I work at 611 Grove (Basque Block) - don't know that it would reall affect us, but the
Basque Center may be affected. They have some parking in front of their facility. This is
designated as a segment w/ complex issues - so I'd imagine you'd look very closely and try to
get input directly from businesses, etc. along these corridors - 5th & 6th

PIM Comment - 4

I like the counter flow on 8th between Bannock & Main - proposed change looks OK; consider
converting 8th & 9th to two-way from Union St south

Myles C.

ACHD projects that switching 13th to a two-way system will increase traffic on the street by
25-30%, in addition to backing up traffic on 13th north of state street, right into the Boise High
School zone and indirectly into the North Junior High zone.  This traffic increase and back-up
would adversely affect one of the best pedestrian and bicycle friendly east/west corridors in
the north-end: Franklin Street. I oppose converting 13th street, but If two-way traffic is indeed
allowed on 13th south of State Street, I think strong consideration would have to be made for
adding traffic lights or roundabouts for the heavy-pedestrian intersections (especially Franklin



St.) just north of the impacted area due to the projected traffic increases.

Amanda Corleone
amandacorleone@gmail.com, 208-658-5477

I am very concerned about this conversion. It will greatly increase traffic on 13th street. The
location of both North Junior High and Boise High means that 13th street is being heavily
used by students crossing to get to school. The increased traffic in an area with so many kids
is dangerous. Franklin Street is also a designated bike route and this conversion will make
crossing 13th street hazardous and will discourage them. We should be encouraging these
bike and pedestrian commuters with safe routes. It will be very costly and due to the
increased traffic use on 13th it will be backed up heading south at State Street. This
conversion should be delayed until traffic flow can be observed after the other streets are
converted.
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Downtown Boise Implementation Plan -
Areas of Concern
Comments submitted as of 10:16AM on March 25, 2013

Shane S
stothe2ndpower@gmail.com, 208 571 5946

Bike lane on Capitol ending at Front street going into a no bike lane and unshared roadway is
confusing for cars and dangerous for bikers.

Shane S
, 208 571 5946

Larger one way streets that are high traffic like 9th, Main, Idaho, Front and Myrtle could use a
larger bike lane ideally. Dangerously small bike lanes are a nuisance to bikers and cars

Shane S
, 208 571 5946

General - Bike education via driver's education or otherwise is always helpful and would solve
many problems between bikers and cars. Specifcally what rights bikers have to the road and
how cars should or should not react.

Myrtle/Front east of Capitol Blvd:  Need to find a way to calm these segments.



Matt Edmond
matt.ryan.edmond@gmail.com,

I like the two-way idea for Jefferson, if it includes roundabouts and/or left lanes at 8th and 9th.

Don Plum
doger14@aol.com,

13th Street should remain a one way to keep the additional traffic out of the adjacent
neighborhood.

16th and 15th are treated like race track for cars. Is there something we can do about this.
Enforcement and/or education?

jill
fittererjill@hotmail.com, 208-345-3332

Pedestrian/bicycle/wheelchair overpass. This intersection is extremely busy and it takes an
average of five minutes to cross the street. It is also especially dangerous and confusing as
the walk signs do not always activate. This overpass could be located either slightly north or
south of the main intersection but would improve quality of life and safety for many on foot.

Jill
fittererjill@hotmail.com, 208-345-3332

A real bicycle lane, separate from traffic and from sidewalk heading southbound. Some
bicyclists nearly run a pedestrian off the sidewalk going both ways on the sidewalk. The
northbound sidewalk is better for two-lane bike traffic. I am a cyclist too, and generally risk my
own life on the southbound uphill section of vista to make sure pedestrians have the right of
way on the side walk. Regardless, the sidewalk is dangerously close to fast moving traffic. I
realize this is out of the study zone but strongly recommend the city consider quality of life



and safety of cyclists and pedestrians in this very busy artery.

I echo all comments made for this corridor. It should really be accommodating for alternative
transportation options.

Patty Nakaoki
pjnakaoki@hotmail.com, 409-0807

I would like to see all of 3rd St. become two-way.  This is a great street for biking north/south
while avoiding the heart of downtown, especially since it dumps into the Park.  Currently when
I ride my bicycle here, I have to use the sidewalks if I'm going north to south on the one way
section.

Patty Nakaoki
pjnakaoki@hotmail.com, 409-0807

I live downtown and walk around here a lot.  I would like to see safer pedestrian crossings for
Myrtle and Front at either 13th or 11th.  I have been almost hit by a car a couple of times,
because they are in such a hurry to get onto the connector.  The problem is the worst during
dark hours when there are no other pedestrians around.  Perhaps flashing lights, like the ones
near the Library.

The pioneer path dead ends into the side of Myrtle here.  A cycle light and connecting to an
11th st Bike Boulevard would be good here.



5th (and 6th Street) are a natural North South corridor and are closer to downtown than 3rd.
Julia Davis is fenced from Capital to 3rd.  Cyclists have to go all the way to 8th or 9th (unless
wrongway on Capital) to go through. Currently there is a small gate just to the west of 5th
street dead end behind Black History museum, not suitable at all for passage.   It seems like a
natural right of way where 5th dead ends into a maintenance area parking lot.  Moving that
park lot fence east a cycleway width along old 5th st right of way seems a natural way of
linking BSU student and staff to Downtown.  It also lines up with Freedom ped/bike bridge.

PIM Comment - 105

Pedestrian overpass

PIM Comment - 35

Area of high traffic congestion

PIM Comment - 51

Sharper right turn for EB River @ 9th bad for pedestrians crossing 9th on south side of
intersection

PIM Comment - 52

Left turn light for WB Battery @ 9th



PIM Comment - 135

Overpass for pedestrians instead of light

PIM Comment - 53

HAWK @ 8th & Battery

PIM Comment - 55

Over pass instead of light!

PIM Comment - 216

Add ped light on Capitol walking NE crossing Front

PIM Comment - 54

No mass transit building!



PIM Comment - 34

9th & State - dangerous for pedestrians crossing State

PIM Comment - 16

Eliminate one-way on 3th between Main & State

PIM Comment - 225

Lose the "free-running right" w/ merg for EB Myrtle onto SB Broadway

PIM Comment - 224

Please address north and SOUTH bound bicycle traffic - provide south bound bike lane - too
many cyclist ride on sidewalk and against traffic

PIM Comment - 21

Need for Street lights on west side of S 13th Myrtle to Grand streets



PIM Comment - 52

Like pedestrian light for bikes on street. This is bikers main entrance to downtown.

PIM Comment - n/a

GENERAL

Implement "The Pedestrian Rules". Accommodate pedestrians first, bikes secon and cars last
within this study area. Make numbered streets 2-way & shared lanes & east/west streets w/
dedicated bike lanes. Get bicyclists of the sidewalks. Make pedestrian cross signals button
activated to stop cars in both directions. Bring people into downtown for a quality experience.
Think Disney World!

PIM Comment - 22

Convert 10th Street from Boise High to JUMP into another 8th Street like mixed use corridor -
i.e. single traffic lane, exteneded sidewalks cafe/patio space, pedestrian friendly

PIM Comment - 23

Convert 10th Street from Boise High to JUMP into another 8th Street like mixed use corridor -
i.e. single traffic lane, exteneded sidewalks cafe/patio space, pedestrian friendly

PIM Comment - 17

Connectivity from river (Julia Davis area) to Cambelsback with few stop lights and traffic
incursions



PIM Comment - 81

Make pedestrian crossing of Front St at 8th more PEDESTRIAN friendly! 

Ideal: bury the connector - put cars underground and creat a pedestrian/bicycle/park area like
in Seattle. 

Shorter term: make ped light more responsive - let the cars wait! bike lane access from north
at this area (on 8th at Front) is dangerous. Do NOT remove the lane - improve bicycle safety.

Most if not all bricks in grove and downtown sidewalks are VERY slippery when wet or icy.
Roughen up surface - e.g. spray adhesive SAND onto surface; create a less slippery
path/route through the Grove; create a bicycle route from Front to Main through the Grove 

The Netherlands has different colored pavement 

As we encourage more ped and bicycle use we need to plan to avoid conflicts between these
2 good modes of transport

Extend the western boundary of the study area to 18th St. 

Consider the adjacent sensitive land uses in connecting surrounding neighborhoods; school,
children, pedestrians, bike routes, air pollution impacts/solutions, crossing traffic against the
flow/friction." Public health and safety impacts w/ existing & future planning. 

Bike lanes on 15th s/b continued along 15th instead of jogging along 16th. Create a safer bike
route(s) to neighborhood schools to encourage furture generation to ride in a healthier
environment, improving public health, safety, & personal fitenss in this inversion-prone valley.
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Good morning, 
 
My name is Jim Gentles and I live with my wife Kathleen Blackburn at 1519 W. Jefferson St.  There is mention 
of changing Jefferson to a two way street and I do not know if it includes Jefferson to 16th.  We are concerned 
about the 5pm traffic moving out of the downtown area and turning left on 16th.  If you turn this into a two way 
street, we think there will be a massive traffic jam as people are trying to leave the city after work. 
 
Please consider this as you review the conversions of these streets back to two way traffic. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
Jim Gentles 



 





 

 



 

November, 2011, I visited the Phx-Scottsdale area, where I was born & lived most of my life, as well as 
Sedona, for the first time in 20 years.   

Aside from the shock of Scottsdale Road turning into a 4-lane freeway each direction, my biggest problem on 
the roads in that area was the roundabouts.   

I AM STRONGLY AGAINST THEM!  It takes forever to get into them in heavy traffic because there is NO 
STOPPING of oncoming cars wjthin the roundabout.  You have to surge onto the roundabout even though 
oncoming traffic does not leave enough room to safely enter.  Otherwise, you will sit there forever with traffic 
behind you getting more & more impatient. 

Then you must exit without stopping, in spite of your uncertainty of exactly where to exit.   

ROUNDABOUTS impose a game of Russian roulette on drivers.  They remind me of the bumper cars at state 
fairs -- with far graver consequences.  Life-threatening consequences.    

What are the accident statistics on them?  Please forward those statistics to me.  Thanks. 




